(copy - undated) 1629, 20 October, Westminster.
Copy of patent granted by Charles I to Sir Robert Heath for establishing a colony in North America to be called "Carolina."
Gives terms and extent of grant.
Signed with superscription: "This agrees with the original in the records - William Grymes."
AMHERST PAPERS. Small personal journal of Lord Amherst. 1758-1762.

1. (nd.) Currency table giving exchange rates between sterling and various colonial currencies. 81.738.1

2. (n.e.) "State of the Recruits demanded of the Several Provinces for filling up the Regular Corps in the Year 1762," Includes North Carolina. 81.739.1

3. 1759. "State of the Provincial Troops in 1759." 81.740.1

4. 1760. "State of the Provincial Troops in 1760." 81.741.1

5. 1761. "State of the Provincial Troops in 1761." 81.742.1

6. 1762. "State of the Provincial Troops in 1762." 81.743.1
1. 1760 Jan 7. Whitehall. William Pitt to governors of Pa., Md., Va., and the Carolinas. Instructions concerning raising of provincial troops. 81.769.1-9

2. 1760 Dec 17. Whitehall. Same to same. Instructions concerning same. 81.770.1-8
1. 1762, 27 Nov. Whitehall. Lord Egremont to Lord Amherst. The King is displeased by the refusal of the Pennsylvania and North Carolina Assemblies to raise troops for the campaign in North America. Encloses letters to Governor Dobbs and Deputy Governor Hamilton and asks Amherst to forward them. _encl._ 81. 744. 1-2

2. 1762, 27 Nov. Whitehall. Lord Egremont to Governor Dobbs. Communicates the King's "high Disapprobation" of the conduct of the North Carolina Assembly in refusing to raise troops for the campaign. 81. 745. 1-2

3. 1763, 21 May. Whitehall. Egremont to Amherst. Asks Amherst to examine the complaint of Capt. Dalrymple regarding his mistreatment by Governor Dobbs. _encl._ 81. 746. 1-2

1. 1762, 6 April. New York. Amherst to Egremont. A long despatch, which includes a discussion of the problem of raising troops in the colonies, with a brief reference to North Carolina. 81. 748.1-7

2. 1762, Sept. "State of the Recruits Furnished by the Several Provinces for the Regular Corps," including an entry for North Carolina. 81.749.1

3. 1763, 27 Jan. New York. Amherst to Lord Egremont. Has forwarded Egremont's letter to the Governor of North Carolina, in hopes that the Assembly there may know that their "undutiful behaviour" has not gone unnoticed. (cf. U1350/041, nos. 1 and 2) 81. 750.1-4

5. 1763, 23 July. Same. Same to same. Capt. Dalrymple has been to see Amherst and requested a courtmartial with the result that Amherst has agreed. 81. 751.1-4

6. 1763 May 11th. Same. Same to same. Incl. his having written to governors concerning comments to be directed to the Indians. 81. 752.1-2
ANHERST PAPERS. Despatches from the Hon. Wellborn Ellis, Secretary at War. 1763.

1. 1763, 16 Aug. War Office. W. Ellis to Amherst. Forwards copies regarding the Dalrymple case and asks Amherst to investigate. encl. 81.753.1-2

2. 1763, 2 Feb. Brunswick. (North Carolina) Governor Dobbs to Mr. Townsend, (late Secretary at War) He has arrested Dalrymple and asks Townsend to remove him from the colony. encl. 81.754.1-2


4. W.D. Memorial of John Dalrymple. Says that he has been unjustly confined and asks for redress. 81.756.1-2
1. [1754]. Statement of quotas [of troops?] for North American provinces, as settled in plan of union proposed at congress in Albany, June and July, 1754.
ANNIEST PAGE S. Official Journal and Memorandum Book of the Honour of Fandrelul, Governor of Canada, 1756-1757. (in French)

1. 1756-1757. A French description of the English colonies in North America, including "La Caroline."

81.757.1-2
AMHERST PAPERS. Letters from General Thomas Gage. 1770-1772.

1. 1771, 3 June, New York. Gage to Amherst. Brief report on the "Regulators" and notes that Governor Tryon is marching against them. 81.758.1-2

2. 1771, 6 Aug., New York. Gage to Gage. Reports that Tryon has been highly criticized, especially in Boston, for his actions in Carolina. 81.759.1-3